KMSA BOARD CHARTER

May 2022

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Management of South Africa (KMSA) Board Charter sets out the functions
and responsibilities of the Board, along with certain matters relevant to the operations of
the Board. The Board Charter is subject to the provisions of KMSA Constitution. The 2016
King IV Report on Corporate Governance also indicates that at a minimum, the Board
Charter should deal with:
• Purpose and objective;
• Roles and responsibilities of the Board;
• Access to Information;
• Communication policy;
• Chairperson’s responsibilities;
• Meeting procedure
The role of KMSA Board is to develop KMSA strategy and implementation plan, ensure
good governance and evaluate the implantation of planned initiative or activities. It is
ultimately accountable and responsible for the performance and affairs of the KMSA. The
Board is collectively responsible for promoting the success of KMSA by leading and
directing the activities related to knowledge management practice in all sectors. The
Board members should act on a fully informed basis, in good faith, with due diligence and
care and in the best interest of KMSA and key stakeholders.

2. PURPOSE OF THE BOARD CHARTER
The purpose of the Board Charter is to provide a brief overview of:
•

the roles, responsibilities, functions and powers of the Board;

•

the powers delegated to various Board Committees of KMSA;

•

the policies and practices of the Board in respect of matters such as corporate
governance, conducting of business of Directors with the KMSA, declarations and
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conflicts of interest, Board meeting documentation and procedures, composition of the
Board and the nomination, appointment, induction, training and evaluation of directors
and members of Board committees.
3. BOARD CONSTITUTION/RECONSTITUTION
The process of constitution or reconstitution of the Board shall be done in accordance
with the KMSA constitution.

4. STATUS OF THE BOARD
KMSA Board members shall consist of fully paid members who are active in the
knowledge management sector/discipline and are serving in the capacity of being in the
knowledge management practice or have experience in relation to some aspect of
knowledge management. The Board of KMSA should be effective and efficient,
comprising of Non-executive Directors in order to ensure independence and objectivity in
decision making. Board should have within its membership the range of expertise and
skills necessary to effectively discharge its role. The main factors that contribute to the
effectiveness of the Board are the overall suitability of members appointed, their success
at working together and the knowledge and skills they acquire while serving as Board
members.

5. AUTHORITY
5.1. The Board of the KMSA has, among others, the following authority:
5.1.1. The Board shall have unrestricted access to all KMSA information, records,
documents and property;
5.1.2. The Board may, if necessary, take independent professional advice at the expense
of the KMSA. In doing so the Board will not compromise any KMSA constitution, policies
and procedures;
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5.1.3. The board shall have the authority to form and operate subcommittees, branches
and special interest groups of the association
5.1.4 The Board members will have administrative, secretarial and management support
from Vdw.

6. COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD
KMSA Board members consists of the following:
6.1 The Chairperson;
6.2 The Deputy Chairperson;
6.3 At least seven but not more than nine members appointed;
6.4 Vdw will provide secretarial support and KMSA board management affairs.

7. RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD
The primary role of the Board is to provide leadership and oversight. Board members are
valued as professionals on the basis of their individual expertise, and they are not to
represent the sole interest of their companies or institutions.
7.1 Developing KMSA strategy, implementation plan and performance targets. Setting
the direction, strategies and financial objectives and ensuring that the necessary
resources are available;
7.2 Ensure proper preparation of and approve strategic and annual performance plans,
compliance reports, key procedures and policies; Provide leadership of KMSA within a
framework of practical and effective controls which enable risk to be assessed and
managed;
7.3 Approve the annual budget of the KMSA;
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7.4 Maintain the membership of KMSA and strive on increasing membership on annual
basis;
7.5. Always act in the best interest of the KMSA;
7.6 Prepare Annual reports and Financial report for the annual general meeting (AGM);
7.7 Ensure that Board Committees are established and report at all scheduled quarterly
meetings;
7.8 Ensure committees are effective and fulfil their mandates;

8. FUNCTIONS OF THE CHAIRPERSON AND DEPUTY CHAIPERSON
The main role of the Chairperson is to lead meetings of the Board. If the Chairperson of
the board is not available to lead the meetings, the deputy Chairperson assume the role
of chairing the meeting(s). The Chairperson and the Deputy Chairperson are responsible
of the following:
8.1 Steer the business of KMSA through all Board meetings;
8.2 Setting the tone for the Board;
8.3 Provide leadership to the Board in discharging the responsibilities assigned to it;
8.4 Ensure that Board members work as a team;
8.5 Ensure that annual reports are tabled AGM;
8.6 Assigning Board members to various committees;
8.7 Ensuring board members are appropriately inducted in their duties and responsibilities
and that a formal programme of continuity is adopted at board level;
8.8 To maintain regular dialogue with Vdw;
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9. FUNCTIONS OF THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
Board members should adhere to the following functions:
9.1 Always act in the best interest of KMSA and treat confidential information as such;
9.2 Ensure that time is devoted to execute KMSA duties;
9.3 Practice principles of good governance and contribute meaningfully to the well being
of KMSA;
9.4 Be informed about the financial, social and activities of KMSA;
9.5 Never permit a conflict of duties and interest to occur and must disclose potential
conflicts of interest at the earliest opportunity;
9.6 Uphold the core values of confidentiality, integrity and independence in all dealings
on behalf of the KMSA;
9.7 Keep abreast of changes and trends in the business environment and markets,
including changes and trends in the economic, political, social, technology and legal
climate generally, which may impact KMSA;
9.8 Use their best endeavours to attend all Board meetings, to read all necessary
documentation and prepare themselves thoroughly in advance of Board meetings.
Directors who are unable to attend a scheduled meeting must advise the Chairperson or
Deputy Chairperson or the Board Secretariat in writing, in advance of a meeting;
9.9 The Board members shall play a full and constructive role accordingly by participating
fully, frankly and constructively in Board discussions and other activities and shall
endeavour to bring the benefit of their particular knowledge, skills and abilities to Board
discussions.

10. FUNCTIONS OF THE BOARD SECRETARIAT
10.1 Facilitate professional development programs of the Board;
10.2 Advise the Board on implementation of corporate governance programmes;
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10.3 Advising members on legal obligations of members and of the public entity;
10.4 Ensure that Board procedures are followed and reviewed regularly;
10.5 Provide the Board as a whole and individual Board members with detailed guidance
as to how their responsibilities should be properly discharged in the best interest of KMSA
and on good governance;
10.6 Keep abreast of, and inform the Board, of current corporate governance thinking and
practice;
10.7 Advise the Board on all legal and regulatory matters, including legal frameworks and
processes;
10.8 Assist with bOARD induction and training programmes;
10.9 . Ensure that the Board Charter is kept up to date;
10.10 Prepare and circulate Board and Board committee minutes and related
communication/documentation;
10.11 Elicit responses, input, feedback for Board and Board committee meetings;
10.12 Assist in drafting annual work plans.
10.13 Ensure preparation and circulation of minutes of Board and committee meetings;

11. BOARD COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON’S RESPONSIBILITIES
The chairpersons’ duties and responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following;
The Chairpersons’ shall:
11.1. Ensure meeting are called and held in accordance with the agreed plan;
11.2 Ensure the meeting agenda and relevant documents are circulated to the members;
11.3 Officiate and conduct meetings.
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11.4 Provide leadership and ensure committee members are aware of their obligations
and that the committee complies with its responsibilities;
11.5 Ensure there is sufficient time during the meeting to fully discuss agenda items.

12. BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board may nominate one or more committees, which maybe in line with the strategy
of KMSA. The Board shall not be excluded from any functions performed by any of the
committees. Delegating authority to the committees does not mitigate or dissipate the
discharge by the Board of their duties and responsibilities. The Board committees may
consist of any member of the Board. A fully paid member of KMSA deemed to be in
possession of suitable skills or experience may be invited to join any committee and serve
on the committee for a specific period as determined by the Board. A member of the
Board may not serve on more than three committees.

13. ACCESS TO INFORMATION
The Board members are entitled to full access to information required to discharge its
duties. It is the responsibility of the Board secretariat to assist the Board members in this
regard.

14. MEETINGS OF THE BOARD AND COMMITTEES
Board meetings are key part of the effective leadership of KMSA. It is the responsibility
of the chairperson to ensure that the meetings are effective, use of the time and skills of
the members and produce. The Board shall, have four (4) scheduled meetings per
annum, and the Board Committees at least two (2) per quarter. The Chairperson may at
any time convene a special meeting of the Board, and he/ she must determine the time
and place of the meeting. There should be a disclosure in the annual report regarding the
number of Board/ committees meetings held in a year and details of attendance of each
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member. The Board shall determine the procedure of its meetings. A representative
quorum for meetings is a majority of its members of which not less than the majority of
board members shall be non-executive. The Chairperson or, in the Chairperson’s
absence, a member of the Board/committee elected by the members present must
preside at a meeting of the Board/Committee. Directed by the Chairperson, the secretary
of the Board is responsible for arranging meetings of the Board and distribution of agenda
and Board packs. Board packs should reach members fourteen (14) days prior to the date
of the meeting. Minutes of all meetings should be distributed for review by members of
the Board within ten (10) days of the meeting. Chairperson shall sign all minutes as
evidence of approval. The minutes of the meetings shall, once ratified by the Board, be
bound in a minute book Minutes of all Board meetings shall, within six months, be shared
with the Minister by the Chairperson of the Board.

15. BOARD RESOLUTIONS
A decision of the Board shall be taken by resolution of the majority of the members
present at any meeting of the Board or by round robin, and, in the event of an equality of
votes, the Chairperson shall have a casting vote in addition to his/her deliberative vote.
The Board resolution may be signed by 51% to constitute a quorum.

16. CONFIDENTIALITY
Every member of the KMSA Board must sign confidentiality agreement. The agreement
prohibits the disclosure of any protected information received through participation in the
Board activities (information received orally or in writing). The Chairperson and Deputy
Chairperson of the Board will ensure that everyone participating in the activities of the
KMSA Board meetings, telephone, e-mail exchange, or any form of communication has
received clear instructions on the confidentiality of the proceedings.
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17. GENERAL
The Board may obtain independent professional advice if considered necessary.
The Charter shall be reviewed annually or where required and appropriate.
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Board Strategy Session

November 2021

Purpose of this document
▪
▪

▪

2

Summarise the discussion regarding an overarching theme and subthemes for 2022
Align and integrate the KMSA Board 2022 calendar with all
committee inputs and milestones
The document consists of 2 sections:
1. Summary of the discussion and themes
2. A graphic of the integrated content and strategic intent of the
board

1. Discussion summary
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Proposed KMSA Strategic Goal 2022
▪

▪
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To strengthen the knowledge community through unity and relevance
within the sub-continent, becoming a central contact point for
knowledge transformation within the public and private sectors, and
within academia.
We do this through
▪ Marketing
▪ Content
▪ Internal strategy
▪ Developing channels of communication
▪ Collaboration with stakeholders

Reflection on KMSA strategic themes 2022
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Partnerships and networks at national and international level
Collaboration
Stakeholder management
Share lessons learned - positive and negative
Continuous improvement
Evidence-based – scientific approach, data
Connectedness
Member value
Innovation

2022, a year of …
▪
▪
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… wide knowledge collaboration and connection.
… knowledge collaboration and connecting data and people.

2. Graphic representation of
KMSA board strategic intent
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Process followed to create the KMO 2022 strategic
framework graphic
1. Started of the proposed strategic goal – the “why”
2. Cascaded to the tagline “Knowledge collaboration and connection” as
the overarching theme for the year (one cannot use the entire strategic
goal, especially for digital media).
3. Grouped all the thematic inputs together and identified 4 emerging
themes - the “what”
4. Included a high level grouping of committee actions and board reflection
into 15 delivery mechanisms across the 4 themes – the “how”
5. Finally cascaded down to the integrated calendar for 2022 (first version
created in EXCEL, but want to transfer it to another software tool that
facilitates better graphic representation)
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KMSA 2022 strategic framework
Why?

Strategic
goal

To strengthen the knowledge community through unity and relevance within the subcontinent, becoming a central contact point for knowledge transformation within the
public and private sectors, and within academia.
Knowledge collaboration and connection

What?

Collaborating with
stakeholders

Grow KMSA network
locally and
internationally

Developing channels of
communication

Think tanks
Private sector

How?

Sharing of relevant and
fit-for purpose content

Fit-for-purpose
member portal and
web

Professionalisation of
KM practitioners

Marketing and digital
content alignment

Competency
framework and
curriculum

Grow member base

Foster future-ready,
skilled members e.g. AI

Relevant event
planning and delivery

Reward and
recognition

Foster partnerships
Public sector
Grow collaboration
with specialists and KM
specialist organisations

Academia

KMSA annual action and milestone calendar
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Connecting people and
creating member value

Thank You

KMSA Board meeting
5 July 2022
REPORT: HANLIE SMUTS

Board meeting minutes – point 5
The document that we compiled after the board meeting, attached in a separate document. If we regard
this figure as a dashboard of our focus areas, then we may use it as baseline for comparison.

In general and in my opinion, there are no major gaps of this summary of our conversation to the
actions reported at the board meeting and in committees. This should be reflected on and discussed at
the board meeting so that we may update and enrich our original view with what transpired so far this
year.

Board meeting minutes – point 6
Content committee report attached below in this document.
Board meeting minutes – point 6 (a)
Document shared, no further comments received.
Board meeting minutes – point 6 (b)
Chairperson distributed draft board charter. Attached in separate document for review and comments.
Board meeting minutes – point 6 (c)

Operational actions finalised. The following for board approval:
“The KMSA board approves expanding membership classes to the following categories:
1.1. Guests (non-contributing, non-voting)
1.2. Corporate membership R5225 p.a., standard membership offer (contributing, voting)
1.3. Practitioner membership R1570 p.a., standard membership offer (contributing, voting)
1.4. Retired members, standard membership offer (non-contributing, non-voting)
1.5. Student member R500 p.a., selected membership offer + student knowledge colloquium + best
research paper award (Hons, Masters, PhD) (contributing, non-voting)
1.6. Academics R1570 p.a., standard membership offer + publication + content provider
(contributing, voting)”

Board meeting minutes – point 6 (d)
The multi-purpose survey for board members and non-members was delayed until end third quarter (if
it is still feasible to execute). This is based on the data that will be collected as part of the e-Imbizo
session - Stories that Matter: our tale of living a decade in two years.
The process followed for this session is:
On Wednesday 24 August 14:00 – 15:00 at our KMS e-Imbizo, we have a session Stories that
Matter: our tale of living a decade in two years facilitated by Elmi Bester. During the next weeks
in the run up to the session, we will be collecting stories of KMSA’ers, industry, practitioners,
academics, etc. with a SenseMaker® collector where participants will be invited to share
narratives about key learning moments and experience, stories in tribute, neglected ideas and
missed opportunities, concerns about the future, value of a KM society, etc.

Two weeks before the session, we will receive a report of the data collected that will also be
emailed to the panel members, who will discuss the topic on the conference day. The aim with
this facilitated panel session is to – from the panel members’ particular lenses – obtain diverse
perspectives to share with the audience (in effect, this is an additional data collection point).
The panel consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Refiloe Mabaso (Chairperson KMSA)
Alet Smith (General Manager Data Science MTN SA)
Prof Kingo Mchombu (Professor and Dean at University of Namibia)
Candice Borgstein (Knowledge and Communication Design Specialist, AI4KM committee
chair and board member)
Emlyn Stone (Group Head: Business Development - aYo Holdings)

It has been agreed and confirmed with our Chairperson that KMSA has access to this data and
that we may publish reports / white papers from this data.
We will review this data and establish whether further data collection is necessary in 2022.

Board meeting minutes – point 6.2 (a)
Competency framework webinar scheduled for 27th July 2022.
Board meeting minutes – point 6.2 (b)
Competency framework scheduled during the networking break on 25th August 2022 (e-Imbizo).
Board meeting minutes – point 8
Draft a term of reference document pertaining to partnering with companies who require surveys – I
have not actioned this, I need to share examples of such agreements with the Chairperson.

CONTENT COMMITTEE REPORT FOR BOARD MEETING 5 JULY 2022
Webinars, masterclasses and panels 2022 – calendar available on the web
Date
February

April
May

June

July

August
September
October
November

Topic
Webinar - Computer-based knowledge
management systems in modern day
healthcare institutions
N/A – too many holidays
Masterclass – How to execute a KM
audit
Presented by Retha Prinsloo
Webinar - KM and 4IR, key
considerations
Presented by Willem Thompson, BMW

Focus
Research and practice paper,
including assessment tool for KM
frameworks
Practical tools, techniques and tips for
conducting a knowledge audit

Critical success factor overview of
dealing with KM in the context of 4IR
– both from an organisational KM and
KM technology perspective
Panel discussion – KM practitioner
Board members will discuss the value,
accreditation
aim and key aspects regarding
professionalization
e-Imbizo
Register now!
Masterclass – Practical application of KM Practical tools, techniques and tips for
harvesting tools
harvesting knowledge
Panel discussion - When you get stuck
KM practitioners share their views
with KM, how do you move forward?
and tips
Webinar – Writing a business case for a
Practical tools, techniques and tips for
KM project
writing a business case for a KM
project

Kindly share other relevant topics as we may use different mechanisms to share knowledge.

e-Imbizo
1. Revised programme now includes photos of presenters – thank you Eileen!
2. Registrations: 16
a. We will now move into the next phase of marketing speakers, soundbites, and videos
3. Confirmed Sponsors:
a. GOLD SPONSOR
i. nFold
b. STUDENT SPONSOR
i. Supergroup
ii. Moyo Africa
iii. Monkey & River
iv. Refiloe Mabaso (2 students)
v. Prof Hanlie Smuts (2 students)
4. It is important for KMSA Board members to reach out to their contact for other sponsorship

Web page
1. Specification for blog facility on web page now detailed and ready for submission to webmaster.
2. Initiate specification for professionalization to align to competency framework and SAQA
requirements.

PROGRAMME

23
DAY 01

09:00 – 09:20

09:20 – 10:20

10:20 – 11:20

August

TUESDAY
Welcome and opening

Prof Hanlie Smuts (KMSA Conference Chair)

A Country worth fighting for

Mandy Wiener (Journalist & Author)

Exploring the value of “Third Space, Information Sharing,
and Participatory Design” for the KMSA community

Prof Hanlie
Smuts

Mandy Weiner

Anika Meyer

Anika Meyer (Lecturer, University of Pretoria)

11:20 - 13:00
13:00 – 13:40

13:40 – 14:20

NETWORKING BREAK

Want to know more about KMSA Membership, join us for an interesting discussion

KM and business performance

Emlyn Stone

Factors influencing knowledge management and sharing in
the public sector for improvement of service delivery

Mmakgabo
Maheya

Exploration of Storytelling as a Knowledge Sharing Method

Farirai Dube

Emlyn Stone (Group Head: Business Development - South Africa · aYo Holdings)

Mmakgabo Maheya (Team Leader, SABS)

14:20 - 15:00

15:00 – 15:15

Farirai Dube (Assistant Lecturer, University of Pretoria)

Daily Summary

Mapule Letshwene (KMSA Board Member)

Mapule
Letshwene

PROGRAMME

24
DAY 02

09:00 – 10:00

August

WEDNESDAY
Keynote: Exploring the importance of coordinating the
building of capacity in knowledge management for the
sustainable development of SADC countries?

Prof Kingo
Mchombu

Prof Kingo Mchombu (Professor and Dean at University of Namibia)

10:00 – 11:00

How Data Governance can drive organisational business
value

Alet Smith

Alet Smith (General Manager: Business Intelligence Competency Centre (BICC), MTN)

11:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00

NETWORKING BREAK

Join us for an information discussion on AI with Candice Borgstein

Knowledge development, management, and co-ordination
for efficient legislative drafting and parliamentary oversight

Adv Anirood
Singh

Stories that Matter: our tale of living a decade in two years

Elmi Bester

Daily Summary

Ken Wiggins

Adv Anirood Singh (Advocate of the High Court; Counsellor-at-Law)

14:00 – 15:00

15:00 – 15:15

Elmi Bester (Networker, Knowledge Worker, Conversationalist, KM professional)

Ken Wiggins (KMSA Board Member)

PROGRAMME

25
DAY 03

09:00 – 10:00

August

THURSDAY
Radical Knowledge Management: Using Lessons Learned
From Artists to Create Sustainable Workplaces

Stephanie
Barnes

Stephanie Barnes (Chief Chaos Organiser, Entelechy)

10:00 – 11:00

11:00 – 13:00

13:00 – 13:40

Feeding a knowledge-intensive society: ensuring an
integrated organisational capability

Prof Hanlie Smuts (Associate Professor and Head of Department of Informatics,
University of Pretoria)

Prof Hanlie
Smuts

NETWORKING BREAK

Learn more about KMSA Professionalisation with KMSA Board Member
Mapule Letshwene

Knowledge continuity and knowledge loss risk assessment:
key aspects when harvesting knowledge from employees
close to retirement

Pearl Maponya

Pearl Maponya (Director: Knowledge Management, City of Tshwane)

13:40 – 14:20

14:20 – 14:40

14:40 – 14:55
15:00 – 16:00

Critical Thinking Skills in Tertiary Education in Botswana

Mercy G. Kgosidialwa (Registration Manager, Engineers Registration Board Botswana)

KMSA Chairpersons Awards

Wisdom Ndashe (KMSA Board Member)

Daily Summary

Candice Borgstein (KMSA Board Member)

KMSA AGM

All KMSA members welcome

Mercy G.
Kgosidialwa

Wisdom Ndashe

Candice Borgstein

PROGRAMME

26
DAY 04

09:00 – 10:00

10:00 – 11:00
11:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00

14:00 – 14:15

August

FRIDAY
Innovation and knowledge management

Hein Spingies

Knowledge management needs a revolution

Damian Sakoor

Hein Spingies (Manager: Knowledge Management, RAF)

Damian Sakoor (Knowledge Manager, Auditor-General South Africa)

NETWORKING BREAK
Knowledge audit – Advanced Masterclass

Retha Prinsloo (Consultant: Information & Content Management, Intranets &
Knowledge Management)

Daily Summary and Conference close

Refiloe Mabaso (KMSA Chairperson)

Retha Prinsloo

Refiloe Mabaso

